
‘Occupations’ in Erdkinder 

While traditional education often teaches facts that are isolated from life outside the 
classroom, the Montessori adolescent program offers lessons with practical 
applications. “What will I use this for?” is an often-asked question of adolescents, as 
they are determined to use knowledge to DO something in the world. 
The Middle School experience integrates a range of adult work, 
including campus repair and maintenance, kitchen skills, recycling 
and composting, community service, job shadows, and other elective 
projects throughout the year in what we call Occupations. Projects 

are real world opportunities for many lessons in 
using academic and practical life skills. 
Occupations are not only a source of meaningful 
work, but is work that can be valued by all the 
members of the community, work that challenges the mind and the 
body, work that is recognized as legitimate by the culture, work that 
has economic validity, work that is made noble by being done with 
integrity and passion. These occupations provide the means for the 
adolescent to belong and be valued. Throughout the year, nearly all 
students participate in an occupation. 

The occupations offered this fall in Bluffview’s 
Erdkinder program included Community Service, 
where students assisted in a variety of aspects 
throughout the school, Model Legislature, where 
students researched and presented on bills 
through a “mock” set-up, STEM, where students 
worked with various engineering challenge 
aspects, and Vlogging, where students wrote 

scripts and worked to 
produce video blogs. 
Students will present their Model Legislature work at the 
city wide Model Legislature event on November 20 and 21.  

Upcoming occupations will include in-depth science 
investigation and historic research and career investigation 
with resume and cover letter writing and professional 
etiquette through job shadow experiences. Additional 
occupations will be offered in the spring.  



The benefits derived from this productive real work lie in what Montessori characterized 
by four key observable behaviors: 

1) Love of work, a kind of spontaneous enjoyment derived from the work itself 

2) Concentration, a special absorption of genuine interest in the activity 

3) Self-discipline, demonstrated by a responsible perseverance to completion 

4) Sociability, characterized by a harmonious working relationship with others towards a 
common goal 

"Education should therefore include the two forms of work, manual and intellectual, for 
the same person, and thus make it understood by practical experience that these two 
kinds complete each other and are equally essential to a civilized existence." 
(From Childhood to Adolescence, p. 65) 

Guest Speaker Lon Voils Presents to STEM Occupation Group 

Special Thanks to Mr. Lon Voils, retired 
engineer, who presented to our STEM 
group on October 28th. 
 
Lon discussed aspects of engineering - the 
tools of engineers, types of problems 
worked on and engineering specialties, 
strategies for problem solving, education, 
training and levels of engineering trades. He 

discussed his personal experiences and invited questions about STEM fields of work.  
 
Using a personal example from his career as a biomedical engineer, he discussed the 
basics of how he once needed to refine a medical respiratory monitor pump, highlighting 
types of energy and noise transfer, solution options, cost analysis and more. Students 
learned that engineers work both independently and cooperatively, continuously 
improve designs through cyclical research and trial, that specialty fields often overlap, 
that there is a wide range of types of jobs available and education level required varies.  
 
Lon cited his own desire to have a hands-on job where he got to be physically and 
intellectually active, got to “play with stuff in a creative way” as a grown-up and the 
rewards of creating and modifying things that help improve the quality of others’ lives. 
Thanks to Mr. Lon Voils for bringing the engineering field to our level! 


